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London, UK – 23rd June, 2022 

 

Sunny prospects for the smart home:  

Netatmo is a new Home Connect Plus partner  

 

 Smart home products from the areas of Security, Energy, Weather and Air Care from 
Netatmo can now be controlled via Home Connect Plus.  

 Available for Germany, Austria, Switzerland, the Netherlands, Sweden and Great Britain. 
 

The sky is blue, the sun is shining and the Netatmo wWeather Sstation is lowering the blinds: This 
is what summer 2022 looks like in the smart home. Even the garden is getting smarter. The robotic 
lawnmower and the irrigation system only start if it has not rained beforehand. 
 
What happens when you leave the home can also be automated: When the family leaves for the 
day, the indoor camera is activated, the alarm siren is armed, the blinds are lowered and the lights 
and intermediate plugs are switched off.  
 
The integration of Netatmo's smart devices into the partner network of Home Connect Plus, the 
app for the cross-manufacturer control of all smart home devices, offers users numerous new 
automation options for the perfect interaction of all devices.   
 
"It was clear from the very first meeting that Netatmo and Home Connect Plus are pursuing the 
same goal: We want our users to be able to get the most out of their smart home, to gain more 
time and comfort for themselves. Since the weather is the initial trigger for many actions that we 
can map via our automations according to the "if-then" principle, the collaboration with Netatmo is 
so significant for us. We are excited about the partnership because our strong network is the key to 
success," says Lauri Pesonen, CEO of Residential IoT Services GmbH. 
 
"Customer benefit is always the focus for us. The smart home becomes all the more attractive the 
more its individual parts communicate with each other. That's why we at Netatmo have taken the 
approach from the very beginning that our products should be compatible with a wide range of 
systems. Home Connect Plus has created an excellent platform with renowned partners, which we 
were happy to join. We are sure that users will make extensive use of the added value that is now 
available to them," adds Philippe Citroen, General Manager of Netatmo. 
 
Netatmo's Smart Home portfolio is now available for Home Connect Plus users in Germany, 
Austria, Switzerland, the Netherlands, Sweden and the UK.  
 
In the future, Home Connect Plus will be available in other European countries. The launch in 
France is scheduled for later this year.  
 
 

https://www.home-connect-plus.com/gb/en/
https://www.netatmo.com/en-gb
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Home Connect Plus 
Home Connect Plus is an intelligent app that allows almost all smart home devices to be controlled 
centrally on a single platform. The app facilitates the set-up of smart home automations and builds on a 
strong partner network of leading smart home manufacturers. Residential IoT Services GmbH, a 
subsidiary of Robert Bosch GmbH, is the company behind the Home Connect Plus app. The Home 
Connect Plus app has been available in all known app stores since May 2021. You can find additional 
information about Home Connect Plus at: www.home-connect-plus.com/de/   
 

About Netatmo   
As a leading smart home company, Netatmo creates beautiful and smart solutions for a safe and comfortable 

home.  

Since being founded 2011, Netatmo's goal has been to develop products that 

- are 100% a complete package: No additional costs for subscriptions and services 

- are 100% safe: Protection of user data and privacy 

- are 100% expandable: Regular and free updates and new functions 

Netatmo currently offers 17 products and accessories for the smart home. The solutions are easy to use, 

make everyday life easier and thus contribute to the sense of well-being within one's own four walls.  

In addition to the product range for private customers, Netatmo is working with leading construction 

companies to develop smart solutions that integrate with the home's infrastructure through the "with 

Netatmo" programme. 

Since November 2018, Netatmo has been part of the Legrand Group, a global specialist in electrical and 

digital building infrastructures. 

Commenté [DD1]: Worth changing to the UK site? 
https://www.home-connect-plus.com/gb/en/ 
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